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ABSTRACT

Background Previous studies have detailed the technical, learning and soft skills healthcare staff deploy to deliver quality improvement (QI). However, research has mainly focused on management and leadership skills, overlooking the skills frontline staff use to improve care. Our research explored which skills mattered to frontline health practitioners delivering QI projects.

Study design We used a theory-driven approach, informed by communities of practice, knowledge-in-practice-in-context and positive deviance theory. We used case studies to examine skill use in three pseudonymised English hospital Trusts, selected on the basis of Care Quality Commission rating. Seventy-three senior staff orientation interviews led to the selection of two QI projects at each site. Snowball sampling obtained a maximally varied range of 87 staff with whom we held 122 semistructured interviews at different stages of QI delivery, analysed thematically.

Results Six overarching ‘Socio-Organisational Functional and Facilitative Tasks’ (SOFFTs) were deployed by frontline staff. Several of these had to be enacted to address challenges faced. The SOFFTs included: (1) adopting and promulgating the appropriate organisational environment; (2) managing the QI rollercoaster; (3) getting the problem right; (4) getting the right message to the right people; (5) enabling learning to occur; and (6) contextualising experience. Each task had its own inherent skills.

Conclusion Our case studies provide a nuanced understanding of the skills used by healthcare staff. While technical skills are important, the ability to judge when and how to use wider skills was paramount. The provision of QI training and fidelity to the improvement programme may be less of a priority than the deployment of SOFFTs used to overcome barriers. QI projects will fail if such skills and resources are not accessed.

INTRODUCTION

It is increasingly acknowledged that quality improvement (QI) programmes often fail to deliver their anticipated benefits. Understanding the reasons for this is complicated as initiatives are diverse and are delivered in disparate health and social care settings. Indeed, QI projects or techniques may falter if they are viewed as ‘magic bullets’ without sufficient adaptation to local context.

Many models have been proposed to explicate the complex processes of QI delivery. Collectively, the research literature reveals QI to be multifaceted and multidimensional, with varied contextual, people and process-related factors impacting on design, delivery and outcome.

External contextual factors include policy and regulatory environments, which can generate ‘organisational turbulence’ when they shift, or strengthen commitment when they align to local priorities. Internal organisational factors include work cultures, which inhibit QI if they are rigid, coercive or blaming, and support QI if they foster an open, learning, inclusive environment where vision, values and goals are freely shared and clearly communicated.

People factors include the commitment of the chief executive officer (CEO), board members and senior managers to QI and the involvement of ‘change champions’. Barriers include professional ‘tribalism’, resistance to change and managerially driven improvement.

QI projects are thus more likely to succeed where teams operate beyond professional/disciplinary boundaries, and are interdisciplinary, collaborative, responsive and consultative. Process factors influencing QI delivery are diverse; they include understanding the problem, designing the right solution, setting appropriate timelines, developing effective data collection and monitoring systems, and ensuring change is embedded in practice.
Healthcare teams deploy a range of skills when delivering QI in the face of these factors. Gabbay et al, in their study of two UK hospital trusts, identified three skill sets staff use to deliver QI: technical, soft and learning skills. Technical skills include Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA) and Lean methodologies (which are the most likely to be used in healthcare) and the use of data to demonstrate problems, measure performance and assess impact. Learning skills include fostering multidisciplinary, team-based learning that encourages motivation, experimentation and psychological safety. Soft skills are diverse and include transformational leadership, clear and consistent communication and negotiation skills.

While an extensive literature exists on ‘improvement science’ and the enablers/barriers to QI in healthcare, less attention has been given to the wider skills needed by staff to deliver effective improvement projects. Furthermore, while research has begun to explore QI delivery by frontline staff, studies have tended to focus more on managerial or leadership skills and less on the skills and competencies used by frontline health professionals trying to improve care. This is significant given the substantial investment in QI programmes and the continual demand for improved practice. The aim of our study was to identify which skills mattered most to frontline health practitioners (ie, those directly interacting with patients and the public) delivering QI, when they were deployed and why they were important. While several staff were experienced in QI methods, they were not QI leaders within the hospitals. We explored what factors facilitated or impeded skill use and why, and how staff were able to overcome barriers and capitalise on the facilitators.

**METHODS**

**Design**

We used a theory-driven approach to inform our study design, drawing on three concepts:

- **Communities of practice (CoPs)** — people often learn in informal groups with similar interests, ideals and activities, exchanging ideas, aiding problem solving, developing skills and establishing a sense of collective identity.

- **Knowledge-in-practice-in-context (K-I-P-I-C)** — theoretical knowledge is transformed into K-I-P-I-C through social learning processes that occur where people work together on complex problems to achieve common goals.

- **‘Positive deviance’** — understanding how some groups operating with similar resources succeed while others fail.

These concepts informed our research questions, foci of data collection and analytical framework, exploring the context-specific processes of skill use.

We used a case-study approach informed by ethnographic methods to surface the complex processes by which skills are put into collective practice. Ethnography has been widely used in QI research to understand how people experience and understand the environment in which they operate.

Three National Health Service (NHS) hospitals in England managed by trusts (‘NHS hospital Trusts’) were selected by the research team to ensure maximum variation in Care Quality Commission (CQC) rating. The selected Trusts (referred to by pseudonyms throughout this paper) were:

- **Prenton**: a Trust with two main district hospitals with a sizeable population. CQC rated: ‘outstanding’.
- **Middleswick**: a metropolitan Trust deeply embedded in its community with university hospital status. CQC rated: ‘requires improvement’.
- **Upsworth**: a single-hospital Trust, mainly serving an urban population. In CQC ‘special measures’.

**Orientation and case study selection**

JG and ALM conducted 73 preliminary interviews with CEOs, board members, senior managers, clinicians, team leads, other senior staff, including one group interview with directors. The purpose of these interviews was to orientate the research team to the hospitals’ QI structures, processes and culture (including QI capability-building activities), exploring the internal and external contexts and identifying potential QI initiatives. These preliminary orientation interviews included frontline staff leading projects that were considered for inclusion in the study, and led to the agreement to follow two QI projects from each site, selected using the following criteria:

- Multidisciplinary.
- Involving staff recently exposed to capability building.
- Involving cross-organisational clinical services.
- Of strategic/operational importance.
- Having clear endpoints and outcomes.

We selected six projects focusing on ‘nurse-led discharge’ (NLD) and ‘handover at night’ (HAN) at Prenton; ‘enhanced care’ (EC) and ‘postural blood pressure’ (PBP) at Middleswick; and ‘managing unprofessional behaviour’ (MUB) and ‘tissue viability’ (TV) at Upsworth (see table 1).

**Participant selection**

We obtained a maximally varied range of staff involved with QI projects through purposive snowball sampling, starting with key staff members identified by senior Trust directors as leading QI projects. Relevant participants were confirmed by cross-referencing during the interviews. Response rates were good with the exception of HAN where most people declined to participate or failed to respond. Recruitment continued until data saturation was sufficiently reached. Multiple interviews were held at different stages of QI delivery from prior to/early project work to postcompletion of the project where feasible or appropriate. We interviewed 87 staff on one to four occasions, resulting in...
important in QI skill deployment (online supplemental literature review, which identified factors likely to be given consent did so after receiving written information about the study and an information sheet and signed consent.

Method of approach and data collection following orientation and selection
Staff were given a brief verbal explanation of the study and an information sheet and signed consent where two interviewers worked together, one writing extensive field notes. Most interviews were face to face and were conducted out of earshot from colleagues, with a small number of telephone follow-up interviews with staff and email conversations for clarification.

| NLD: Premton | HAN: Premton Handover at night (HAN) attempted to build on the success of the Trust’s upgrade of ward daytime handovers. HAN aimed to hold, besides the separate specialty-based handovers, an additional cross-disciplinary meeting of key night staff to discuss potentially problematic patients across the hospital. |
| Nurse-led discharge (NLD) was a suite of QI activities designed to speed up discharge initially on two specialised surgical units, but later adopted in other surgical wards. Led by senior surgical nurses, supported by most surgeons, the aim was to produce documents and check lists suitable for each surgical environment so that patients could routinely be discharged home or to less high-dependency wards without waiting for a doctor to decide. |
| EC: Middleswick Enhanced care (EC) grouped patients with special nursing needs into one or more bays of a ward, so avoiding ‘specialising’ with 1:1 care, which put great strain on stretched wards. A team of enthusiastic nurses, led by selected senior nurses, developed the scheme over many months before rolling it out to a rigorous timetable across all wards. |
| MUB: Upsworth Managing unprofessional behaviour (MUB), based on a proven US scheme, was designed to allow trained colleagues (‘peer messengers’) to avert poor behaviour by having carefully designed ‘cup of coffee’ conversations with ‘transgressors’, making them aware of their behaviour without the need of HR department’s disciplinary procedures, unless they ‘reoffend’. A senior, doctor-initiated, multidisciplinary team lead the innovation. |

Appendix 1). The guide was piloted through three initial interviews with QI project leads from two participating sites, with subsequent refinement. Interviews were guided conversations, enabling questions to be adapted to responses. Interview topics were iteratively amended as findings emerged from the study.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant characteristics by case study</th>
<th>Premton</th>
<th>Middleswick</th>
<th>Upsworth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAN</td>
<td>NLD</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>PBP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QI lead matron ×3</td>
<td>QI lead junior doctor ×2</td>
<td>2 Senior management team members</td>
<td>2 consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matron ×2</td>
<td>Senior sister ×2</td>
<td>Senior sister/charge nurse ×2</td>
<td>Sister/charge nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QI lead nurse ×3</td>
<td>QI lead nurse ×3</td>
<td>QI manager ×3</td>
<td>Matron ×2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QI physiotherapist</td>
<td>Consultant lead</td>
<td>2 matrons</td>
<td>Senior nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior clinical manager ×2</td>
<td>Medical administrator ×2</td>
<td>HR manager ×2</td>
<td>Consultant ×4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient safety manager</td>
<td>Director of nursing ×2</td>
<td>Training manager</td>
<td>Link nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 specialist nurses</td>
<td>2 speciality nurses</td>
<td>2 staff nurses</td>
<td>2 ward managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrator ×2</td>
<td>Trainer/manager</td>
<td>Training manager ×3</td>
<td>1 meeting observation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 10 (+1 meeting) 23 27 15 26 21 (+1 meeting)
JG and ALM jointly conducted the interviews in two sites (Middleswick and Upsworth), while DW held the interviews in Premton. In addition to general observations of ward activity while conducting the fieldwork, JG and ALM observed an MUB project meeting which focused on the design and delivery of the QI activity. DW observed a hospital-at-night handover, in which the HAN model was enacted. Formal observations of meetings lasted up to an hour and fieldnotes focused on challenges/opportunities and skills deployed. We also collected relevant documents associated with each QI project. All three researchers are experienced qualitative health service researchers, independent of the case-study sites. Because most interviews took place within the hospital, often on the wards, the researchers were able to undertake concurrent informal observations of the organisational ‘feel’ of the environment. We mostly maintained a non-participatory involvement (ie, we observed events but did not make recommendations for change), but in one case study (MUB), provided feedback during the project.

**Data analysis**

We analysed interviews, observational fieldnotes and relevant documents thematically with analysis of interviews occurring through repeated listening of recordings or reviewing of notes, from which key themes and supporting evidence were extracted. Analyses were initially conducted independently and then collectively to discuss emerging themes, which afforded an opportunity for assessing the reliability of the analysis. Emerging themes were reviewed iteratively as fieldwork progressed and, at the end of data collection, the three researchers held a 2-day analytical workshop from which a framework was developed of the agreed themes. These themes structured our account of the skills, the tasks they were used for, and their inter-relationships.47 We shared case-study reports with QI leads to assess accuracy, all of whom responded and approved the analysis. A draft report was sent to site representatives/project leads for comment at the end of the project: no alterations were requested.

**RESULTS**

The projects had variable success (see table 3).

Our thematic analysis of the data was focused on the skills and tasks that frontline staff deployed when working on the projects. We identified six main ‘Socio-Organisational Functional and Facilitative Tasks’ (SOFTTs) (table 4). The SOFTTs had subcomponents that, like the SOFTTs themselves, were both skills and tasks, in the same way that, for example, giving an injection is both a task and a skill that relies on many component tasks/skills (eg, dose checking, asepsis, drawing up, positioning, reassurance, monitoring for anaphylaxis, recording). It was therefore not possible to differentiate between the tasks and the skills used in achieving SOFTTs. The overarching SOFTTs and their subcomponents were further dependent on a wide range of other more elementary technical, learning and ‘soft’ (interpersonal/organisational) tasks/skills. Not every QI project required every SOFTT. Projects struggled when the frontline staff leading them lacked the necessary SOFTT skills or were otherwise impeded from carrying out the necessary SOFTTs.

**SOFTT I: adopting and promulgating the appropriate organisational environment**

The style and tone adopted by frontline staff fostered a conducive learning environment that aided (or not) successful delivery of QI projects. We delineated eight components, both cultural and structural, of this overarching task.

Ensuring a blame-free, nurturing and open environment

Having clear communications, based on respectful but critical dialogue, generated an honest, supportive and...

---

**Table 3** Summary of case study outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The introduction of NLD was under no time pressure, and was developed and audited in an inclusive way that, while coordinated, varied according to each unit’s needs. It was successfully implemented across the units and appeared to be firmly embedded.</td>
<td>Everyone agreed HAN was a good idea in principle, but never agreed what the problem was they were trying to solve, nor was the QI leadership clarified, nor was the backing of key senior clinicians forthcoming. Attendance was poor and the project fizzled out, despite an audit showing that it might have been effective in reducing the number of emergency calls from the wards at night.</td>
<td>The principle and new paperwork were accepted but EC practice was patchy, muddled and challenging. This was exacerbated by mixed messages about the motives for change and staff shortages. When fieldwork ended, the scheme was being redesigned and relaunched alongside wider work on reducing falls.</td>
<td>PBP measurement struggled to become embedded, with differences between hospitals, but greatest success was on wards with enthusiastic ward managers. Audits of fall incidence were disappointing and a reconfigured team was reconsidering the problem at a wider level, encompassing PBP among other factors.</td>
<td>The team leading the innovation had initial problems in designing and implementing MUB locally, taking several months to resolve their internal interdisciplinary differences and difficulties. When fieldwork ended, they were on the way to training a cadre of peer messengers and launching the scheme.</td>
<td>After auditing, preparation and attempts to train staff on all wards, a small, understaffed QI team launched the new scheme. The message did not percolate to all staff, however, and there was patchy and unsatisfactory practice change with considerable confusion about the new scheme. Following a rethink and the establishment of a fully staffed QI team, matters improved greatly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

QI, quality improvement.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOFFTs/SOFFT skills</th>
<th>Example of successful deployment of SOFFT skill</th>
<th>Example of problems caused by not deploying SOFFT skill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adopting and promulgating the appropriate organisational environment:</td>
<td>Ensuring a blame-free, nurturing and open environment: PBP, Middleswick</td>
<td>Enabling staff to have difficult conversations: HAN, Premton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Ensuring a blame-free, nurturing and open environment.</td>
<td>A PBP lead attributed the initial success of the project to mutual trust, support and respectful critical dialogue. She persuaded staff to change practice by, ‘knowing the staff personally… always being there… never pulling rank or talking down to the staff or making them feel silly… being supportive and encouraging… giving feedback on performance without making people feel guilty, capitalising on staff’s desire to do a good job for their patients’ (Senior nurse, PBP lead).</td>
<td>Divisions between professional groups undermined the HAN project. One problem was ‘siloed’ handover meetings, with staff across specialties and departments meeting at different times with conflicting agendas. This was never reconciled, with colleagues saying they needed greater confidence in dealing with apathy and resistance, especially with senior staff. The initiative… was more top down, which means that although I was trying to do the bottom up bit, it felt there was a wedge in the middle that was somehow not really totally engaged’ (QI lead junior doctor, HAN).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Enabling staff to have difficult conversations.</td>
<td>► Fostering a strong sense of ownership by staff.</td>
<td>► Avoiding ‘initiativitis’: EC, Middleswick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Ensuring the QI team can use technical QI skills.</td>
<td>► Encouraging and rewarding good suggestions.</td>
<td>There were concerns that changes to EC would be lost among so many other QI projects in the Trust. A lack of time meant EC was not properly established, a problem compounded by too many competing demands (eg, winter pressures) and too many ongoing improvement projects: ‘They’re all good projects but you can only do so much’ (QI lead matron, EC). The result was that staff reverted to a culture that was less receptive to change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Fostering a strong sense of ownership by staff.</td>
<td>► Inculcating dedication to high-quality care.</td>
<td>► Timing, coordination and momentum: TV, Upsworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Ensuring staff can have difficult conversations.</td>
<td>► Ensuring the QI team can use technical QI skills.</td>
<td>Ensuring a blame-free, nurturing and open environment: PBP, Middleswick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Securing the resources to do the job.</td>
<td>► Timing, coordination and momentum.</td>
<td>A PBP lead attributed the initial success of the project to mutual trust, support and respectful critical dialogue. She persuaded staff to change practice by, ‘knowing the staff personally… always being there… never pulling rank or talking down to the staff or making them feel silly… being supportive and encouraging… giving feedback on performance without making people feel guilty, capitalising on staff’s desire to do a good job for their patients’ (Senior nurse, PBP lead).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Leading staff towards the achievement of improvement.</td>
<td>► Timing, coordination and momentum: TV, Upsworth</td>
<td>Enabling staff to have difficult conversations: HAN, Premton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Managing the QI rollercoaster: | Timing, coordination and momentum: TV, Upsworth | Avoiding ‘initiativitis’: EC, Middleswick |
| ► Avoiding ‘initiativitis’. | The TV team needed to be persistent, determined and able to turn untoward events into opportunities when it became evident their enforced attempt to introduce change too rapidly was failing. They focused instead on just two high-risk wards, refining the approach before rolling out the change gradually. After 6 months, outcome data were more positive and the team’s morale, having been rock bottom, was restored enough to carry out a more effective roll-out. | There were concerns that changes to EC would be lost among so many other QI projects in the Trust. A lack of time meant EC was not properly established, a problem compounded by too many competing demands (eg, winter pressures) and too many ongoing improvement projects: ‘They’re all good projects but you can only do so much’ (QI lead matron, EC). The result was that staff reverted to a culture that was less receptive to change. |
| ► Timing, coordination and momentum. | Codesigning QI work: NLD, Premton | Understanding properly what is wrong and why: HAN, Premton |
| Getting the problem right: | The core-competency document underpinning much of the project was designed through: (1) collating clinical experience and information from the successful use of patient discharge elsewhere; (2) ‘brainstorming’ with senior staff, particularly senior sisters and matrons; (3) reviewing effective models of supported discharge from other Trusts. Such was the level of experience within the Trust and the level of acceptance, the competency document was successfully adopted without piloting. | A key factor undermining this project was the failure to establish the problem they wanted to solve: ‘It was very much process driven. It was, “We want to have a handover that looks like this” rather than, “the aim of changing our handover is…” Is it to make our patients safer? Is it to make our staff feel safe?…” (QI lead matron, HAN). In addition, there was no clarity on how and why handover was a problem, and so there was no agreement on the need for change. |
| ► Understanding properly what is wrong and why. | Codesigning QI work. | Understanding properly what is wrong and why: HAN, Premton |
| Getting the right message to the right people: | Codesigning QI work: NLD, Premton | Understanding properly what is wrong and why: HAN, Premton |
| ► Getting the message right. | The nurses involved were aware that some consultant surgeons were dubious about the concept. They ‘read’ those consultants with skill, adapting their style to suit each individual. A ward manager, recognising that a head-on discussion might prove counterproductive, deliberately and slowly began using the nurse-led discharge terminology on every ward round until it became second nature for staff—resistant consultants included. | Understanding properly what is wrong and why: HAN, Premton |
| ► Getting to the right people. | Getting the message right: NLD, Premton | Understanding properly what is wrong and why: HAN, Premton |
| ► Communicating. | The nurses involved were aware that some consultant surgeons were dubious about the concept. They ‘read’ those consultants with skill, adapting their style to suit each individual. A ward manager, recognising that a head-on discussion might prove counterproductive, deliberately and slowly began using the nurse-led discharge terminology on every ward round until it became second nature for staff—resistant consultants included. | Understanding properly what is wrong and why: HAN, Premton |
| Enabling learning to occur: | Getting the message right: NLD, Premton | Getting to the right people: EC, Middleswick |
| ► Creating the necessary culture of learning. | The PBP team attended a national QI course aimed at developing their intervention. The team felt the most valuable part of the course was meeting others doing similar work, learning from others’ experience of problem solving. Formal presentations and posters were less helpful as they ‘never really reported what they’d actually done’ (Senior physiotherapist, PBP). It was helpful for the team to realise they were not behind everyone else in preventing falls, which boosted confidence. | The team relied on ‘spreading the word’ through informal networks across all ward managers. Some felt this strategy of letting the word travel from the initial wards created anticipation from other wards. In retrospect, though, most recognised a launch event would have been better: attending a meeting and having ‘just a 10-minute slot to talk about it’ did not have sufficient impact. Roll-out depended on staff relaying the message correctly, which was not guaranteed and resulted in distortion of the message. |
| ► Growing skills. | Growing skills: PBP, Middleswick | Creating the necessary culture of learning: TV, Upsworth |
| The PBP team attended a national QI course aimed at developing their intervention. The team felt the most valuable part of the course was meeting others doing similar work, learning from others’ experience of problem solving. Formal presentations and posters were less helpful as they ‘never really reported what they’d actually done’ (Senior physiotherapist, PBP). It was helpful for the team to realise they were not behind everyone else in preventing falls, which boosted confidence. | The TV QI lead attended a course on Lean methodology, which she found useless and of little relevance to clinical practice. Instead, she drew on her own expertise and the skills of others in delivering the TV project. Although initially disappointed, the TV frontline lead was retrospectively relieved not to be allowed to attend the course as she felt this would ultimately be a waste of her overstretched time. | Creating the necessary culture of learning: TV, Upsworth |
collaborative environment and a shared commitment to the QI activity. An open, shared understanding was necessary, ‘respecting and working with your immediate subordinates so they feel they can contribute to your passion for this matter’ (Ward manager, PBP) and with those working alongside and above the QI leads. Failing to create this environment caused problems in three case studies (MUB, TV, HAN).

Enabling staff to have difficult conversations
Staff were effective in changing practice when they questioned suboptimal processes (without punitive action) and persuaded others to change. This required managing and removing interpersonal/interprofessional tensions and boundaries. For example, when the MUB project was at risk of failing, the clinical leads intervened and decided to quietly chat ‘offline’ with their opponents on the project steering group. They demonstrated they understood their concerns, which enabled them to skillfully agree on a way forward.

Ensuring the QI team can use technical QI skills
Successful projects involved that task/skill of supporting staff to deploy appropriate technical skills. For example, a lack of benchmarking or initial audit data weakened the incentive for change, whereas enabling the staff to understand and harness data could help establish the need for change. NLD, for example, used audit data to demonstrate to initially resistant staff that fewer patients telephoned for help following discharge when the proposed documentation was used.

Fostering a strong sense of ownership by staff
It was important that staff had a shared view on the improvement required. For example, ward staff involved in PBP criticised the project for failing to ‘have a working party that included people who actually take the blood pressures’ (Ward manager, PBP). Engagement necessitated time, resources and socio-organisational intelligence regarding the timing of QI activity, but paid off in other projects.

Encouraging and rewarding good suggestions
Staff were more motivated to engage with a QI project if they felt genuinely involved, with a clear understanding of the resulting benefits. As one of the NLD team put it, projects succeed, ‘if your staff feel they are being listened to and you are prepared to try something’ (Senior sister, NLD). This required sufficient time to involve staff and to secure senior executive support for ‘home grown’ improvements.

Inculcating dedication to high-quality care
Instilling high professional values, emphasising the highest care standards and inspiring/admonishing where standards slip were important tasks/skills. For the EC and PBP projects, ward meetings, handovers and safety huddles helped to reinforce excellent care: ‘It’s all about the principles of good nursing; nothing more, nothing less’ (Ward manager, PBP). Role modelling inculsated a desire to improve: ‘If my staff can see me doing it, they are going to do it’ (QI lead matron, NLD). This was more successful when tasks were led by clinically active staff rather than those imposing change remotely.

Securing the resources to do the job
Being responsive and matching the demands on the QI team to the resources required/available was an important organisational task/skill. Inadequate staffing undermined several case studies. Basic administrative support was important, particularly the provision of daily ward-based administration. The use of the Waterlow assessment scale for the TV project, for example, was hampered by ineffective nursing record administration (comprising 24 pages with 18 assessment sheets).
Leading staff towards the achievement of improvement

The relationship between senior and frontline managers was important, ensuring the favourable environment espoused in the boardroom was embodied throughout the organisation. However, local standards of practice varied in each organisation, often due to frontline managers’ management style. Effective leadership included enthusiasm, motivation, clear communication, setting clear direction and goals, conferring autonomy, providing resources, appointing the right team and helping them be creative and productive.

SOFFT II: managing the QI rollercoaster

Avoiding ‘initiativitis’

The relentless demand for improvement led to staff feeling inundated by ‘quality initiatives’. At Upsworth, the imperative to improve patient safety resulted in ‘initiativitis’, with numerous top-down improvements being implemented quickly and a perception that QI managers were making bureaucratic and uncomprehending demands. The tasks/skills required to survive ‘initiativitis’ included persistence and the ability to see unexpected events as opportunities. The TV team, for example, used the failed imposition of rapid change across the hospital as an opportunity to insist on getting it right in two wards before implementing elsewhere.

Timing, coordination and momentum

Time was needed to define the QI project, develop practice, assess progress and embed change. Tasks/skills included ensuring adequate allocation of staff time and coordinated leadership, which involved QI leads delivering improvement within the context of other changes. ‘Getting the timing right’ was a frequently used skill, as exemplified in NLD, where leads ‘read’ wards, judging when to push and when to support, which also enhanced their credibility.

SOFFT III: getting the problem right

Understanding properly what is wrong and why

Several QI projects failed because the initial problem/solution was not sufficiently determined. Direct clinical experience among QI leads helped them understand the full consequences of what staff were being asked to do. Most projects used literature, audits, experiences from other Trusts and talking to staff to develop the intervention. Only the NLD team were able to involve sufficient staff to implement a fully representative QI design. Conversely, HAN failed because neither the problem nor the solution was well defined: ‘We started with the idea that this meeting would be a very good idea, but we weren’t quite sure of what the problem was we were fixing’ (QI lead junior doctor, HAN).

Codesigning QI work

Ensuring careful and appropriate consultation with involved parties was essential in understanding the problem and designing the best QI solution. Successful projects typically involved wide consultation in the initial stages, which enabled knowledge, data and experiences to be shared and potential challenges to be highlighted. For example, the PBP group was self-selected, which meant that the project faltered as the level of ignorance of blood pressure management was underestimated, a problem that could have been addressed early if senior ward nurses had been involved initially.

SOFFT IV: getting the right message to the right people

Getting the message right

The art of framing and ‘selling’ an improvement was important, requiring the identification of the right staff, understanding resistance/support for change and tailoring communication styles. For example, PBP persuaded nurses to engage by explaining that avoiding falls triggered by postural hypotension would benefit patients and reduce staff workload. The skill of framing had drawbacks, however: EC pitched the QI rationale differently to different staff (for ward managers, improving staffing ratios; for matrons, increasing patient safety; for managers, reducing costs). This was interpreted as ‘mixed messaging’ at best, and cynical spin at worst.

Getting to the right people

Getting the QI message to staff was important but challenging due to shift work, the pressure of clinical duties, under-resourcing and staffing problems. For example, PBP, TV, EC, and HAN were unable to achieve this. Approaches for communicating QI messages included ward meetings, ‘trolley dashes’, 1:1 coaching and onsite/sessional training, although most of these involved reaching the staff on duty and hoping information would trickle down to others. Often it did not; and if it did, it was usually distorted. Other skills involved building commitment, using appropriate methods to achieve change (eg, ‘warm chats’, not ‘cold emails’) and ‘knowing the place’ (eg, when and how to discuss QI).

Communicating

The tasks/skills needed to frame messages required fundamental personal skills and socio-organisational intelligence. Of these, communication was frequently cited, including the art of listening, engaging, being clear what was expected, explaining the need for change and the resultant benefit, anticipating needs and views and motivating others. One of the HAN leads admitted she had failed to communicate the project effectively to senior staff, which provided them an opportunity to instruct their teams not to participate.
SOFFT V: enabling learning to occur

Creating the necessary culture of learning

Each Trust deployed different approaches to QI learning and development. Premton favoured an approach that implicitly put QI at the centre of learning and included coaching, mentoring, preceptorship, on-site training, road shows and ‘skills blitzes’. This used homegrown online tools, educational videos and the inclusion of QI in staff inductions. A well-established and respected in-house action-learning programme on change management/improvement skills enabled attendees to develop leadership and technical improvement skills (eg, PDSA) while working on their project. Conversely, the training department at Upsworth did not have QI at the heart of all their training, nor was it part of the induction process. QI training was provided through a set of specific, graded Lean-based courses run by the external consultancy using fictitious case studies. The course was not received well, with attendees finding content irrelevant, unhelpful and difficult to apply.

Growing skills

Interviewees typically were unable to identify where they attained the skills required to deliver QI. NLD leads reported that Premton’s improvement-skills programme provided an understanding of staff behaviours, resistance and influencing strategies. The main benefit, however, was learning from ‘counterparts in all the other areas, so you get to find out what other people’s struggles are’ (Senior sister, NLD). Technical QI skills training, such as PDSA, was hardly mentioned, while communication and influencing skills were often gained through professional experience. Gatherings, resembling spontaneous CoPs, provided opportunities for informal learning. For example, regular meetings with peers enabled ideas and experiences to be shared and helped senior nurses implementing NLD overcome difficulties. Mentoring was also valued for skills transfer, particularly mutual mentoring, although this risked perpetuating incorrect messages.

SOFFT VI: contextualising experience

Adapting prior experiential learning

Using prior experience appropriately and adaptively to suit new contexts—recognising that what worked in one environment may not translate to others—was an important skill. For example, HAN found to its cost that highly successful improvements to handover between the day nursing shifts did not translate to the night-time multidisciplinary handover meetings. Modifying previous experience sometimes required managing previous negative experiences. With HAN, ‘it had been tried before in various different forms and at different times [unsuccessfully]... so trying to get buy-in from the start was tricky’ (QI lead junior doctor, HAN).

Using experience to modify the intervention

PDSA was almost the only formal QI technique used, being applied in four projects (EC, PBP, NLD, HAN). PDSA provides a systematic learning from experience through small tests of change, learning from what happened, tweaking the intervention and trying again. However, PDSA was occasionally misunderstood and misapplied. In the EC project, the approach was abandoned, which contributed to the project’s failure as it prevented EC from evolving to suit the varied contexts of wards not involved in the pilot. Knowing when to stop and when to persist was particularly important: as a HAN lead reflected, ‘Do we keep on doing it because somewhere on an action plan we said we had to do it, or do we decide that actually our priorities have changed?’ (QI lead matron, HAN). In contrast, it was the team’s dogged, flexible persistence against all odds that kept the TV project alive.

Transforming the original improvement to match the context

Matching an initiative to its context was an axiomatic task/skill, requiring contextual empathy to modify an intervention to be congruent with existing practice. The NLD leads were particularly adroit in adapting the QI design to different units while still adhering to the planned improvement. In contrast, the EC project faltered when the intervention was uniformly rolled out without adaptation to the different ward contexts. Finally, the MUB project faced fierce arguments about how far the US model (which did not translate well to the UK context) could be transformed without losing its essence. At a corporate level, there was also the need to ensure the local aims of the QI initiative could be met while still conforming to the demands of NHS policy.

DISCUSSION

Previous studies suggest that successful QI interventions require technical, soft and learning skills. Our case studies provide a deeper, nuanced understanding of the skill sets typified in each of these domains. Regarding technical skills, our findings confirm that PDSA and Lean approaches are commonly adopted, although often in a diluted form. However, while these technical skills are important, the ability to judge when and how to use them was paramount. NLD succeeded by adapting technical QI skills to suit the local context. This implies that when it comes to frontline staff, the provision of QI training may be less of a priority than the literature suggests.

What helps deliver successful QI projects is the ability to adapt skills and draw on other SOFFT skills to address barriers. Similarly, while the literature suggests that a good understanding of data is necessary for QI, our study found that this is not always important in the frontline. For example, the TV project only had a basic level of data collection and analysis, but this sufficed for their needs. The use of data thus
depends on the nature of the QI intervention and, for frontline staff, a lack of statistical or research skills is not always a major concern.

With learning skills, previous studies have highlighted the need for multidisciplinary, team-based approaches to learning. While relational skills of communicating, motivating and leading are recognised as important, they are often omitted in QI training, which may partly explain why interviewees were unable to articulate where they learnt them; they seemed to have developed cumulatively through daily interaction in healthcare. SOFFT skills were more likely to be developed through informal interactions, or spontaneous Communities of Practice, where knowledge, skills and ideas are shared, discussed and developed, which could impact on the success of the project.

With regard to soft skills, research has shown these to be numerous and diverse. Effective leadership and creating psychologically safe and confidential environments to improve performance are important, as is ensuring change is achieved collegiately and not simply through managerially led directives. Team skills that promote interdisciplinarity and an ability to transcend professional/disciplinary boundaries when solving problems are also important. Our case studies confirm these findings, but again the lived reality for staff delivering QI was the need to adapt the deployment of these skills. The skills of knowing whom to involve, how, at what stage and to what degree are complex. There were occasions where a clear directive was required, while others needed a more consultative approach: the skill was judging which approaches were required. Half of the case studies were led by multidisciplinary teams, although there were times when tribalism remained, eroding the collegiality of the multidisciplinary feel, as with the HAN project.

Timing the interventions is an important SOFFT, particularly in contending with ‘initiativitis/campaign fatigue’. Our case studies demonstrated that this too required adaptivity. For NLD, this entailed giving the project all the time it needed (over 2 years) to bring about the cultural change sought. It also demonstrated the need to be flexible, responding to current situations, being sensitive to the staff’s sense of being overwhelmed, the skill of knowing when to back off and when to push. Research has shown that effective, early and ongoing communication is important in ensuring staff are clear about the purpose of the QI initiative. An important skill confirmed through our findings was the need to ‘frame’ communications to different individuals or situations. Several of our case studies deployed framing, although for the EC project this caused problems of ‘mixed messages’.

Viewed collectively, our case studies reveal that the structure of technical, learning and soft skill sets as set out by Gabbay et al was oversimplified. Each skill domain is mutually supporting, such that the application of technical skills often involved other softer skills, such as effective communication. Whether QI succeeded or founder was down to whether frontline staff were able to adapt their skill sets, applying the right skill at the right time. This required ‘contextual adroitness’, situating theoretical/practical QI knowledge within clinical/organisational experience, enabling projects to be delivered in complex and shifting circumstances. Fidelity over design or proficiency in specific techniques, such as PDSA, was less of an issue than is sometimes reported. It was more important to know when a QI technique was good enough and to have a varied arsenal of skills.

Implications
Our study reveals that QI projects can flounder if skills and resources for SOFFTs are not supported. Therefore, we recommend that a rapid audit be undertaken to assess readiness for improvement prior to attempting QI. To that end, we have developed a Fitness For Improvement Tool (https://www.health.org.uk/sites/default/files/2021-07/the_fitness_for_improvement_tool.pdf) to be included in published version) based on our above analysis. It is designed to help staff judge their capacity for undertaking the necessary SOFFTs before embarking on an improvement programme. This tool is yet to undergo formal validation, but is intended to be used, perhaps alongside other more formal tools that support related activity, as an aid to assessing where resources and skills need to be strengthened before undertaking a QI project. Our findings underscore the importance of creating and resourcing opportunities for managers, QI leads and frontline staff to think, talk and debate openly together, using respectful critical dialogue, if improvement skills are to be used to deliver change effectively.

Limitations
There were limitations that should be noted regarding the execution of this study. First, given the complex environment in which QI activities were delivered, it was not possible to follow all projects over the whole course of their delivery. As the longest time frame over which a project was followed was 14 months, it was not feasible to capture the early genesis for some projects, or for others to assess the impact of the QI. Second, the situation on the ground limited the opportunity for observation during the case studies, which compromised, for example, the opportunity to track the role of informal learning and skills exchange in CoPs. Third, while interviewee recruitment was good in five of the case studies, it was notable that the response rate was poor in the sixth, least successful, project (HAN), although the open discussion encouraged by the confidential nature of the interviews and the range of people recruited (supporters and critics) minimised the impact on data analysis.
CONCLUSION
These six case studies in three Trusts confirmed that improvement relies on technical, learning and soft skills. However, they also highlighted that fidelity of QI technical skills is not as important as adapting all three skill types to suit local contexts and, in particular, using soft skills to exploit strengths and opportunities, and overcome weaknesses and obstacles where these occur. This highlights the importance of the often-underplayed relational work of QI. QI occurred largely through the sensitive and contextualised deployment of interlinked SOFTTs and skills at the forefront.
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